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Review quotes
Kirkus Reviews, starred review
“Can new kinds of animals be brought into being outside of DNA tinkering and Frankensteining? Most
certainly, as a long-running Russian experiment reveals. . . . The science is profound, but the authors write
accessibly and engagingly—and their vulpine subjects are awfully cute, too. Of compelling interest to any
animal lover and especially to devotees of canids of all kinds.”
Carl Safina, author of Beyond Words: What Animals Think and Feel
“In the first book on the famous ‘Siberian fox study,’ this extraordinary chronicle recounts one of the world’s
most important animal studies. It has not only provided stunning insights into how domestication works and
how fast it can happen. It also helps us understand the origins of our deepest non-human bonds—our
friendships with our dogs—and where and how they came into being.”
Carl Zimmer, author of Evolution: The Triumph of an Idea
“Over the course of decades, Russian scientists transformed wild foxes into friendly pets. They used no
science-fiction genetic engineering. They simply guided evolution. This landmark experiment tells us some
profound things about domestication, behavior, and ourselves. Finally, someone has written a book-length
account of the experience—and a fascinating one at that.”
Pat Shipman, author of The Invaders: How Humans and Their Dogs Drove Neanderthals to Extinction
“Dugatkin and Trut have collaborated to produce a well-written and engaging account of one the most
influential biological studies ever: the fox farm experiment. Over sixty years ago, a Russian geneticist dared to
start an experiment to see if foxes could be domesticated and what variables contributed to the changes
domestication brought. The courage involved in starting such an experiment in the USSR of the 1950s was
remarkable; the dedication and curiosity that have kept it going ever since have led to stunning new insights
on the mechanisms of domestication. Every biologist should read this book!”
Aubrey Manning, coauthor of An Introduction to Animal Behaviour
“An excellent book. The writing is clear and makes for fascinating popular science. This book will attract a wide
audience, and I know of none other with such a dramatic combination of good science and social history.”

